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Ø Data Sharing Management:  Cyber Resources Committee

Ø The committee meets once every month to discuss progress.

Ø Chair and GlycoData Developers meet once a week to discuss work plan.
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Ø Data Sources

v Data generated will contain structured and unstructured data obtained from experiments and simulations. 

User Generated Data

v The vision of GlycoData is to enable researchers within and outside the GlycoMIP community to make
both structured and unstructured data available for a worldwide scientific community.
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Experiments

Simulations

ML Models

Theory

GlycoData

Ø Glycomaterials
ü Polysaccharides
ü Glycoconjugates
ü Glycosaminoglycans
ü Proteoglycans
ü Sugars
ü Glycopeptides

Ø GlycoData Composition

v Based on the current ongoing research within GlycoMIP and the literature, we envision categories of materials
based on different types of glycans.
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v The data management architecture of the platform consists of:
1.The frontend web interface (user interface) for data access, 

including data searching, uploading, and downloading.

2.The backend management for data collection, storage, and 
management, including admin interface.

3. Scientific tools and modules for data conversion, analysis, etc.

Ø GlycoData Architecture

Frontend 
Interface GlycoData

Admin

Backend
Management

users
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Ø GlycoData Configuration

(Mainly for publications) 

(Properties of 
glycomaterials) 
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+

User

Parallel 
requests

Communicate via
Unix socket

Invokes a 
callable object

Ø Access To The Data

v Nginx listens to requests from the browsers through port 80/443 and transfers it to gunicorn socket.

v Gunicorn acts as an interface between django and NGINX to relay the information about requested search.  
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UserDatabase

Registration only after Admin Approval and login with 2-factor authentication
(A secured data sharing platform)

v Images and raw experimental data in text format

v Simulation scripts and data

v ML models and tools

v Scientific tools for data conversion
Database can
supply info for up
to 100K users. Ø Improves research visibility and promotes collaborative

research by uploading/downloading data.

Ø Benefits to The GlycoData Users
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User interface elements

v Navigation menus

- Explore

- Projects

- Resources

v Search bars

v Login and Account Management

v Contact information and links to 

GlycoMIP social media

Ø GlycoData Homepage (glycodata.org)
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Network Security:
v Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) is 

enabled to protect sensitive data. Visiting 
Glycodata via HTTPS, the web browser 
establishes a secure connection with the 
Glycodata server, and all data exchanged 
between the two is encrypted.

User Account Security:
v Two Factor Authentication(2FA) is required for signup 

users to obtain full experience of GlycoData. The 2FA 
is also required by the server provider (VT ARC).

v Google Authenticator, Duo Mobile or other 2FA 
authenticator can be used. For users' convenience, 
Backup Tokens are provided for 2FA as well.

Ø Security and Privacy Measures
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Currently, GlycoData platform consists of

three databases:

1. Projects Database

2. Monosaccharides Database

3. Polysaccharides Database

Ø We will constantly update our table schemas based on the
available data and build up the relationships between
tables.

Projects Database

v Users can create projects that link to their published

work or create a new, open-access project. A

project description is required and a graphical

abstract is recommended.

v To accommodate projects with large datasets,

users can also share a link to raw data housed in

Google Drive or on GitHub.

Ø Data management and storage systems
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v Color schema is used to define the different type of projects, e.g In-house project (Green).

Ø Project Database
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v The experimental data of each monosaccharide
characterized using GlycoMIP facilities is provided,
including :

- Infrared (IR)

- Vibrational Circular Dichroism (VCD)

- Raman Optical Activity (ROA)

- Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

v This experimental raw data can be download ONLY
by registered users.

v This data will be formatted such that it will hold
considerable value for those who wish to utilize
machine learning approaches in their projects.

Ryan 
Porell
(VT)

Unpublished 
Data

Ø Monosaccharides Database
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v Currently, this database stores data from

published, in-house GlycoMIP projects.

v We are reaching out to the Principal

Investigators and Teams to obtain their

experimental and/or computational raw data.

v The database table schema we use to catalog

and present this information will evolve based

on the data formats.

Ø Polysaccharides Database
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Searching 

v Users are able to search glycomaterials with a 

Keyword search, advanced search, and filtering 

options.

v Drop menu allows user to search glycomaterials in 

specific database.

Data retrieval and tracking

v We plan to provide APIs to users for easy access and 

downloading the data.

v The number of downloads for glycomaterials data  will be 

tracked to helps provide data to users.

Ø Search Functionality and Data Retrieval
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Ø Links to Useful Resources
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v We are closely engaging with the GlycoMIP community to gather data and update existing or create new tables 

for different categories of glycomaterials.

v The simulation tools, machine learning scripts, and analysis tools are being developed.

v We are also building a file management module for internal data sharing. 

v We welcome feedback on the GlycoDATA platform. 

Ø Ongoing work

Thank you.


